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SILENCE OF OUR FRIENDS, THE

Square Fish. Paperback. Condition: New. Nate Powell (illustrator). 208 pages. A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER As the civil rights struggle heats up in Texas, two families—one white, one black—find common ground. This semi-autobiographical tale is set in 1967 Texas, against the backdrop of the fight for civil rights. A white family from a notoriously racist neighborhood in the suburbs and a black family from its poorest ward cross Houston's color line, overcoming humiliation, degradation, and violence to win the freedom of five black college students unjustly charged with the murder of a policeman. The Silence of Our Friends follows events through the point of view of young Mark Long, whose father is a reporter covering the story. Semi-fictionalized, this story has its roots solidly in very real events. With art from the brilliant Nate Powell (Swallow Me Whole) bringing the tale to heart-wrenching life, The Silence of Our Friends is a new and important entry in the body of civil rights literature. The Silence of Our Friends Author Q and A How much of this book's story is based on real events Mark Long: Creating a book like this one required us to find a balance between factual accuracy and emotional authenticity. Some details as well as names have been changed for storytelling purposes. But the facts are that in 1967 Texas Southern University students began a boycott of classes after the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee was banned from campus, and on May 17th they staged a sit-down protest on Wheeler Avenue over conditions at the nearby city garbage dump. The protest evolved into a police riot that night when an undercover officer was shot and over 200 officers responded by pouring rifle and machinegun fire into the men's dormitory. The police later stormed the dormitory and arrested 489 students after...
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The Peppertree Press. Paperback. Condition: New. 336 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.7in. The Lady and the Sharks... Filled with the Engaging Explorations and the Adventures of a Remarkable Woman, The Lady and... Read Document »
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Business Is the People People Are the Business: Break One and the Other Will Break, How Ethics and Etiquette Protect Both (Paperback)
iUniverse, United States, 2006. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English. Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. In today's business world, competition is fierce and appears from every corner of the globe. But the
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The Six Rights of Successful Leadership: Best Approaches to Enhance Organizational Success (Paperback)
Lulu Publishing Services, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English. Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Every organization knows that success depends on its leaders, because they are the ones that plot strategy and
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